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We study the possibility of realizing the neutrino seesaw mehanism in the E8 × E8 heteroti
string. In partiular, we onsider its Z6 orbifold ompatiations leading to the supersymmetri
standard model gauge group and matter ontent. We nd that these models possess all the neessary
ingredients for the seesaw mehanism, inluding the required Dira Yukawa ouplings and large
Majorana mass terms. We argue that this situation is quite ommon in heteroti orbifolds. In
ontrast to the onventional seesaw of grand unied theories (GUTs), no large GUT representations
are needed to generate the Majorana mass terms. The total number of righthanded neutrinos an
be very large, up to O(100).
The seesaw mehanism [1, 2, 3℄ is perhaps the most
attrative way to explain the smallness of the neutrino
masses. Its essential ingredients are heavy Majorana neu-
trinos and their Yukawa ouplings to the lefthanded
neutrinos. The supersymmetri seesaw mehanism is de-
sribed by the superpotential
W = Y ijν φ
u ℓiNj +
1
2
MjkNj Nk , (1)
where φu and ℓi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the Higgs and lepton
doublets, and Nj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) are some heavy standard
model singlets. At low energies, this leads to 3 light neu-
trinos with masses of order (Yν 〈φ
u〉)2/M , where Yν and
M represent typial values of Y ijν and Mjk, respetively.
For Yν ∼ 1 and M ∼ 10
16GeV, one has mν ∼ 10
−3eV.
The sales of the atmospheri and solar neutrino osilla-
tions,
√
∆m2atm ≃ 0.04 eV and
√
∆m2sol ≃ 0.008 eV [4℄,
are suspiiously lose to this sale. This hints at GUT
strutures behind the seesaw.
In onventional GUTs, Nj are members of GUT matter
multiplets, e.g. a 16plet of SO(10), and Mjk are related
to a vauum expetation value (VEV) of a large GUT
representation, e.g. a 126plet of SO(10). In this ase
the Majorana mass terms originate from the oupling
1616126 (f. [5℄).
Diulties arise when one attempts to embed this at-
trative mehanism in string theory [6℄, whih is the best
andidate for the ultraviolet ompletion of the standard
model. One of the problems is that string GUTs usu-
ally do not allow for large GUT representations suh as
126. Other obstales are posed by string seletion rules
for the superpotential ouplings whih forbid some of the
neessary ouplings in ertain models [7℄. For some string
models one an obtain Dira neutrino masses [8, 9℄. Re-
ently, large Majorana masses have been obtained from
instanton eets [10, 11, 12℄ as well as from higher order
operators [13℄ and small Majorana masses from large vol-
ume ompatiations [14℄. However, it turned out to be
very diult to obtain the standard seesaw mehanism
in onsistent string models whih lead to the gauge group
and the matter ontent of the minimal supersymmetri
standard model (MSSM).
The purpose of this letter is to show that these prob-
lems an be irumvented in the E8×E8 heteroti string
[15, 16℄. We base our study on orbifold ompatiations
of the heteroti string [17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄. Reent work
on an orbifold GUT interpretation of heteroti models
[22, 23, 24℄ has triggered renewed interest in these on-
strutions. It has lead to the idea of stringy loal grand
uniation [25, 26, 27, 28℄, whih allows for an intuitive
explanation of the multiplet struture of the standard
model as well as gauge oupling uniation.
The key point of loal grand uniation is that elds
loalized in the ompat spae at points with a GUT sym-
metry appear as omplete representations of that GUT
in the lowenergy spetrum. This applies, in partiu-
lar, to 16plets of loal SO(10) GUTs. On the other
hand, the lowenergy gauge group is an intersetion of
various loal GUTs in E8 × E8 and an be just the stan-
dard model gauge group. It has been shown that, in
the ontext of the Z6-II orbifold, the onept of loal
grand uniation failitates onstrution of phenomeno-
logially promising models whih admit vaua with the
exat matter ontent of the MSSM [25, 28, 29℄. These
models inherit ertain features of the underlying GUTs
suh as the GUT struture of matter multiplets and the
standard GUT hyperharge. There are also signiant
dierenes from the usual 4D GUTs. Most importantly,
2the bulk and higher twisted setor states appear in split
multiplets, thus allowing for natural doublettriplet split-
ting. Furthermore, mixing of the loalized generations
with vetorlike bulk states breaks the unwanted GUT
relations for the fermion masses [28, 30℄.
The Yukawa ouplings do not neessarily preserve the
symmetry of loal GUTs. The symmetry of the non
loal oupling in 10D is an intersetion of the loal gauge
groups at the verties (Fig. 1). This implies, for example,
that the Majorana mass terms for the neutrino ompo-
nents of the 16plets an originate from the oupling
ν16 × ν16 × (SM singlets) , (2)
where the singlets belong neither to
(−−−)
16 nor to
(−−−−−)
126 of
SO(10). Furthermore, any SM singlet an play the role
G1 G2
G3
G1 ∩G2 ∩G3
FIG. 1: Couplings involving elds loalized at dierent xed
points in 10D preserve the symmetry orresponding to the
intersetion of the loal gauge groups Gi.
of the righthanded neutrino as long as it has a Yukawa
oupling to the lepton doublets and a large Majorana
mass. These are abundant in orbifold models and typial
models ontain O(100) suh singlets.
Heteroti orbifold models are dened by the orbifold
twist v, torus lattie and the gauge bakgrounds whih
inlude the gauge shift V and the Wilson lines W . With
an appropriate hoie of these quantities, one an obtain
models with (i) the standard model gauge group GSM
times extra group fators, and (ii) 3 matter generations,
2 Higgs doublets plus extra vetorlike states [25, 29℄.
Suh models ontain an `anomalous' U(1) whih indues
the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) D-term,
Danom =
gM2Pl
192π2
Tr tanom +
∑
i
qi |φi|
2 , (3)
where tanom is the anomalous U(1) generator, qi are the
anomalous harges of elds φi and g is the gauge ou-
pling. This triggers spontaneous gauge symmetry break-
ing while preserving supersymmetry [31℄. Some of the
elds harged under the anomalous U(1) (and, in addi-
tion, under other gauge groups) develop nonzero VEVs
thereby reduing gauge symmetry. The sale of these
VEVs is set by the FI term whih is somewhat below the
string sale. This eventually determines the seesaw sale.
In general, any SM singlets an get large VEVs as long as
it is onsistent with supersymmetry, and one an obtain
the standard model gauge symmetry times that of the
hidden setor,
G −→ SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y ×Ghidden . (4)
The singlet VEVs are not neessarily assoiated with at
diretions in the eld spae and generally orrespond to
isolated solutions to supersymmetry equations [28℄. The
hidden matter gauge groupGhidden an be responsible for
spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. In fat, within
the lass of models with the MSSM spetrum, gaugino
ondensation in the hidden setor favours TeVsale soft
masses for the observable elds [32℄.
The nonzero singlet VEVs lead to the mass terms for
the vetorlike states,
W = xi x¯j 〈sa sb . . . 〉 , (5)
where xi, x¯j are the vetorlike exotis and 〈sk〉 are the
SM singlet VEVs in string units. Suh a oupling must be
onsistent with the string seletion rules [33, 34℄. It has
been shown that many Z6-II models satisfy this require-
ment and all of the vetorlike exotis an be deoupled
[29℄. This results in the MSSM spetrum at low energies.
Similarly, the singlet VEVs indue Majorana mass
terms for the SM singlets as well as the neutrino Yukawa
ouplings of Eq. (1),
Mij ∼ 〈sa sb . . . 〉 , Y
ij
ν ∼ 〈sα sβ . . . 〉 , (6)
as long as it is onsistent with string seletion rules.
Identiation of righthanded neutrinos is intimately
related to the issue of baryon/lepton number violation.
In generi vaua, any SM singlet an play the role of the
righthanded neutrino. However, suh vaua also suf-
fer from exessive Rparity violating interations. The
simplest way to suppress these interations is to identify
a B−L gauge symmetry and enfore either its approxi-
mate onservation or onservation of its disrete (matter
parity) subgroup. In loal GUTs, the B−L generator re-
sembles the standard GUT B−L, but also requires extra
U(1) omponents beyond SO(10). It is nonanomalous
and produes the standard B−L harges for the SM
matter. If B−L is broken by VEVs of elds arrying
even harges under B−L, the matter parity (−1)3(B−L)
is onserved. This forbids dangerous Rparity violat-
ing interations and requires the righthanded neutrino
to arry the harge qB−L = ±1. Another possibility is
that U(1)B−L is broken at an intermediate sale MB−L
suh that all Rparity violating ouplings are suppressed
by MB−L/MPl. In this ase, Majorana mass terms for
the righthanded neutrinos are allowed only upon B−L
breaking, whih lowers the seesaw sale to intermediate
energies. In what follows, we onsider these possibilities
in spei heteroti orbifold models.
Model 1 [29℄. It is a Z6-II orbifold based on a Lie
torus lattie G2×SU(3)×SO(4) with a twist vetor v6 =(
1
6 ,
1
3 ,−
1
2
)
(see [28℄ for details). The gauge shift in an
3orthonormal E8 × E8 basis is given by
V =
(
1
3 ,−
1
2 ,−
1
2 , 0
5
) (
1
2 ,−
1
6 , (−
1
2 )
5, 12
)
,
while the Wilson lines are hosen as
W2 =
(
1
4 , (−
1
4 )
4, (14 )
3
) (
1,−1,− 52 ,−
3
2 ,−
1
2 ,−
5
2 ,−
3
2 ,
3
2
)
,
W3 =
(
− 12 ,−
1
2 , (
1
6 )
6
) (
10
3 , 0,−6,−
7
3 ,−
4
3 ,−5,−3, 3
)
.
Here the supersripts denote repeated entries. The gauge
group after ompatiation is GSM × SO(8) × SU(2) ×
U(1)7, while the matter ontent is that of the MSSM plus
vetorlike exotis. The B−L generator is identied with
tB−L =
(
1, 1, 0, 0, 0,− 23 ,−
2
3 ,−
2
3
) (
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0,
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0, 0, 0
)
.
In general supersymmetri ongurations, many SM sin-
glets get nonzero VEVs. Choosing a subset of suh sin-
glets with 0 or ±2 B−L harges, the unbroken gauge
symmetry is
GSM ×Ghidden , (7)
where Ghidden = SO(8), while all of the exoti states get
large masses and deouple. This vauum preserves the
matter parity (−1)3(B−L).
We nd that there are 39 righthanded neutrinos de-
ned by qB−L = ±1, two of whih are members of the
loalized 16plets. They have Yukawa ouplings to the
lepton doublets and large Majorana mass terms. We have
alulated the 3× 39 Yukawa matrix Yν and 39× 39 Ma-
jorana mass matrix M of Eq. (1) up to 6th order in the
singlet VEVs. That is, for eah matrix element, we have
determined at whih order in the superpotential a non
zero oupling is allowed by string seletion rules. Eah
entry depends on the quantum numbers and the loal-
ization of the Majorana neutrinos, and involves produts
of dierent singlets and modulidependent Yukawa ou-
plings. We then assume that the main hierarhy in these
entries omes from produts of singlet VEVs so that these
matries an be treated as textures. The eetive mass
matrix for the lefthanded neutrinos,
Meff = − v
2
u Yν M
−1 Y Tν (8)
with vu being the uptype Higgs VEV, an be repre-
sented by the texture
Meff ∼ −
v2u
M∗

1 s ss s2 s2
s s2 s2

 . (9)
Here s < 1 represents a generi singlet VEV in string
units and M∗ is the eetive seesaw sale. Yν ontains
entries with powers of s between 1 and 5, while the depen-
dene of the eigenvalues ofM ranges from s to s8 (with no
massless eigenstates at generi points in moduli spae).
This results in a strong s-dependene of the eetive see-
saw sale M∗. This sale is further suppressed by the
large multipliity of heavy singlets N , M∗ ∝ N
−x
with
0 < x < 2. The value of x depends on the texture. For
example, when all the singlets ontribute equally, x = 2,
whereas x = 0 if only a xed number of neutrinos have
nonnegligible ouplings. For the present model, we nd
M∗ ∼ 0.1 s
5Mstr ∼ 10
14GeV , (10)
for the string sale Mstr = 2 · 10
17GeV and s ∼ 0.3. The
obtained texture (9) is of ourse model dependent.
The orresponding harged lepton Yukawa matrix is of
the form
Ye ∼

1 1 cc c c2
0 0 0

 , (11)
where 0 denotes absene of the oupling up to 6th order
in the singlet VEVs c. Suh zeros are expeted to be
lled in at higher orders. Here we are again using a single
expansion parameter although in pratie there are many
variables.
These rude estimates show that reasonable fermion
masses an in priniple be obtained. Inserting order one
oeients in the textures, one nds that the eigenvalues
sale as
mνi ∼ (1, s
2, s2)
v2u
M∗
, mei ∼ (1, c, 0) vd , (12)
where vd is the downtype Higgs VEV. For s ∼ 0.3 and
c ∼ 0.1 the textures reprodue roughly the observed lep-
ton mass hierarhy. The above texture favours the nor-
mal neutrino mass hierarhy and an aommodate small
and large mixing angles. Further details of the model are
available at [35℄.
Model 2 [25℄. It is based on the same orbifold with
a dierent hoie of the gauge bakgrounds. The gauge
shift and the Wilson lines are
V =
(
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
,
W2 =
(
1
2 , 0,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0, 0, 0
) (
− 34 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ,−
1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ,−
1
4
)
,
W3 =
(
1
3 , 0, 0,
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3
) (
1, 13 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0
)
.
The B−L generator is given by
tB−L =
(
0, 1, 1, 0, 0,− 23 ,−
2
3 ,−
2
3
) (
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,−
1
2 , 0, 0, 0, 0
)
.
This model also produes the exat MSSM gauge group
and spetrum (up to the hidden setor) in generi SUSY
vaua where many SM singlets get large VEVs. Interest-
ingly, there are 21 SM singlets with qB−L = +1 and 18
singlets with qB−L = −1. We found that their 21 × 18
mass matrix Mij has the full rank one singlets with
qB−L = 0 develop VEVs. Thus, there are exatly three
(massless) righthanded neutrinos with qB−L = +1 in the
limit of U(1)B−L onservation.
Unlike model 1, model 2 does not have a natural R
or matter parity one the U(1)B−L symmetry is broken.
This is beause there are no singlets with even nonzero
qB−L. The simplest way to suppress Rparity violation
4is to break U(1)B−L at an intermediate sale. This o-
urs when the SM singlets harged under B−L develop
hierarhially small VEVs, MB−L ≪ Mstr. (Although
the details of this mehanism are not lear, this sale
an, in priniple, be generated dynamially and may be
related to non-perturbative dynamis suh as formation
of ondensates.) The three righthanded neutrinos with
qB−L = 1, whih remain massless under the onserved
B−L, now obtain masses of order M2B−L/Mstr via VEVs
of singlets with qB−L = −1. They ontribute to the neu-
trino masses as
∆mν ∼ v
2
u
y2
MB−L
2/Mstr
, (13)
where y is the orresponding B−L onserving Yukawa
oupling.
Furthermore, states with qB−L 6= 1 an also play
the role of right-handed neutrinos. The orresponding
Yukawa ouplings violate B−L and are suppressed by
MB−L/Mstr. Their ontribution is
∆mν ∼ v
2
u
(MB−L/Mstr)
2
M˜
, (14)
where M˜ is the orresponding Majorana mass.
Comparing Eqs. (13) and (14), we see that the rst
ontribution indues too large neutrino masses, unless
y is suppressed, while the seond ontribution is very
small, unless M˜ is suppressed. Suh suppression an
ome about when the relevant ouplings are only allowed
at high orders by string seletion rules or if the relevant
singlet VEVs are very small. We have alulated Yukawa
ouplings y for a lass of vaua in model 2. Although the
neessary ingredients for the seesaw are present, we have
not been able to identify a natural suppression meha-
nism for y when one links suppression of Rparity viola-
tion to an approximate U(1)B−L. The solution is likely
to require going beyond our rude approximation that
many dierent singlets attain similar VEVs.
Our main onlusion is that heteroti orbifolds allow
for many realisti vaua with the massless spetrum of
the MSSM [29℄, whih also have the required ingredi-
ents for the seesaw. In suh vaua, many SM singlets
get large VEVs onsistent with supersymmetry (not ne-
essarily along at diretions). This generates Majorana
masses for abundant SM singlets, whih play the role of
the righthanded neutrinos. The eetive seesaw sale
is modeldependent, but typially somewhat below the
string sale. In models with loal GUTs, this sale is
intimately related to B−L breaking. Although the stru-
ture of matter multiplets is similar to that of 4D GUTs,
no large GUT representations are required to generate
Majorana mass terms. As a result, potentially realisti
neutrino mass patterns an be obtained.
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